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Precision studies of bhadron decays:
Search for new physics,

CP violation, rare decays

Forward physics experiment
1.9< η< 4.9

Detector requirements 
✔  Efficient trigger for both leptonic and hadronic final states 

 → 3Level trigger: L0, (hardware), HLT1HLT2 (software)
✔  High resolution for vertex reconstruction (VELO) 
  and good tracking efficiency 

✔  Particle Identification 
    → π/K/p (RICH), π/e/γ (ECAL), μ (MUON)

2010 data:
37.7 pb-1 collected 
at √s = 7 TeV
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Flavour Tagging 

CP asymmetries or flavour oscillations  need to identify the initial flavour of reconstructed B
d

0 

and  B
s

0 mesons (initial state with a b or b-bar quark).

OS (opposite side) → muon, electron, kaon and inclusive secondary vertex.
The charge of the lepton from semileptonic b decay or the kaon from the b→c→s decay 
chain or an inclusive reconstruction of secondary vertex can be used to tag the flavour of 
the B meson opposite to the signal.
 
SS (same side) → pion (B0

d
 or B+)  or kaon (B0

s
).  

These algorithms determine the flavour of the B signal meson
by exploiting the correlation in the fragmentation decay chain. 
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Flavour Tagging Procedure 
The sensitivity of the measured asymmetry is directly related to the effective tagging 
efficiency, ε

eff
 , or tagging power:

Where:

Different taggers decisions are combined to built the combination OS or OS+SS 
using the single tagger mistag probabilities.

For each tagger:

→ A tag decision q
i
 = ±1,0 for the initial signal b-hadron containing a b/b-bar quark

→ An estimate of the mistag probability η
i
 based on a Neural Network 

(using  kinematical & geometrical information
on the tagger and the event properties as inputs).

Mistag fraction: calibrated with 
control channels (flavour specific)

LHCb-CONF-2011-003LHCb-CONF-2011-003

R (right tagged) 
W (wrong tagged) 
U (untagged)
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Flavour Tagging optimization
✔
 
Each tagger is optimized individually and in a second step  the combination of 

 taggers is optimized.

✔ We use 2 flavour specific channels  (B0→D*- μ+ ν and B+→J/ψ K+), with high yield in LHCb. 

✔ Then the performance obtained using the set of optimized cuts is measured in  B0→J/ψ K*0.

 

LHCb-CONF-2011-003LHCb-CONF-2011-003
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Flavour Tagging optimization
✔
 
Each tagger is optimized individually and in a second step  the combination of

 taggers is optimized.

✔ We use 2 flavour specific channels  (B0→D*- μ+ ν and B+→J/ψ K+), with high yield in LHCb. 

✔ Then the performance obtained using the set of optimized cuts is measured in  B0→J/ψ K*0.

B0→D*- μ+ ν → ~48K signal events, 
B/S=0.3, fit to time dependent B

d
 oscillation 

to measure ω

B+→J/ψ K+  → 11k signal events, B/S 0.065∼ ∼
(t>0.3ps); compare the tag decision with the B± 
charge, count W, R events to get ω

B0→J/ψ K*0   3.3k signal evens, B/S 15:  fit to time dependent ∼ ∼
B

d
 oscillation to measure ω (cross-check)

B
s
 → D

s
 (K+K−π− )(3)π  1 300 signal events. This is a control ∼

channel for SSK tagger studies: too little statistic to optimize 
 

LHCb-CONF-2011-003LHCb-CONF-2011-003
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The tagging optimization requires the predicted mistag η to be calibrated.
First we use B+ →J/ψK+ channel to perform the calibration of the single tagger,
then of the combination of all taggers.
Linear dependency of measured mistag fraction and calculated mistag probability:

                                                                         
 

Good calibration → p0 = η, p1 = 1     

ω → measured mistag 
η  → calculated mistag
η  → mean value in the sample

Flavour Tagging calibration
LHCb-CONF-2011-003LHCb-CONF-2011-003
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Flavour Tagging: validity & results
LHCb-CONF-2011-003LHCb-CONF-2011-003

Studies of tagging performance in MC  
B+→J/ψ K+

B
d
→J/ψ K*0

B
s
→J/ψ φ

Similar performance → tagging parameters
measured in B+→J/ψ K+ can be used in the 
other B→ J/ψ X analyses

Calibration plot (MC)
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Mixing 
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K. Nakamura et al. (Particle Data Group), J. Phys. G 37, 075021 (2010).

B0 – B0 oscillations

In the Standard Model the mixing is
described by the box diagram.

In the ratio most of theoretical 
uncertainties have been cancelled

Present experimental status

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2010/html/authors_2010.html
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B0 oscillations
LHCb-CONF-2011-010LHCb-CONF-2011-010

Signal: B0→D- (K+ π- π-) π+ (~6k events)

 Mass
 Propertime
 Flavour Tagging Decision
 Calibrated Mistag Probability

WHY:
→ Validate flavour tagging calibration in an hadronic decay
→ Proof for LHCb to perform a measurement of a time dependent asymmetry
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LHCb-CONF-2011-010LHCb-CONF-2011-010

B0→D- (K+ π- π-) π+

B0 oscillations
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B
s
 oscillations LHCb-CONF-2011-005LHCb-CONF-2011-005

Necessary ingredients 
for likelihood:

 Mass
 Propertime
 ProperTime Resolution
<σ

t
> = 44 fs (D

s
π)

<σ
t
> = 36 fs (D

s
3π)

 Flavour Tagging Decision
 Calibrated Mistag Probability
→re-calibrated using B0→D- π+

σ = 18.1 MeV/c2 (D
s
π)

σ = 12.7 MeV/c2 (D
s
3π)

B
s

0→D
s

- (K+ K- π-)π+

B
s

0→D
s

- (φ π-) π+

B
s

0→D
s

- (K+K-π-) 3π

B
s

0→D
s

- (K*K) π+
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LHCb-CONF-2011-005LHCb-CONF-2011-005

Δms = 17.63±0.11(stat)±0.04(sys)ps-1

B
s
 oscillations

4.6σ significance
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LHCb-CONF-2011-005LHCb-CONF-2011-005

Δms = 17.63±0.11(stat)±0.04(sys)ps-1

B
s
 oscillations

4.6σ significance

1.6σ from A=1
5σ from A=0

Amplitude Scan



  

With 2010 data: ~36 pb-1 collected at √s = 7 TeV

→ optimization and calibration of OS & OS+SS flavour tagging using
different control channels.
→ Mistag probability calibrated on B+→J/ψ K+ and cross checked on B0→J/ψ K*0

 

 Tagging power & mistag: 
<ε

tag

OS> = 1.97 ±0.31%        <ωOS> = 32.2 ± 1.2% 

<ε
tag

OS+SS> = 2.38 ±0.33%    <ωOS+SS> = 33.9 ±1.1% 

→ Using the flavour tagging results, we perform a study on B0-B0 oscillations 
obtaining results compatible with CDF. Improvement with new 2011 data.

Δm
d
 = 0.499±0.032(stat)±0.003(sys)ps-1

Δm
s
 = 17.63±0.11(stat)±0.04(sys)ps-1

Conclusions
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